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Abstract- a Fourier Transform Technique has been used to
enhance the genome periodicities when analyzing the
distributions of independent nucleotides and dinucleotides. These
periodicities are varying from 2 to 500bp. In this paper we focus
on the 3 and 10.5 periodicities. The 3-base periodicity is
characteristic for the protein-coding sequences only. The source
of the approximately 10.5-base sequence period is related to the
deformability of DNA. In fact, DNA folding in chromatin is
facilitated by periodical positioning of some dinucleotides along
the sequences, with the period close to 10.5 bases. When the DNA
sequence is encoded for the signal 'AA' or 'TT' or 'TA' the peak
at 10.5 is locally strengthened. For the Caenorhabditis elegans (C.
Elegans) genome, this peak becomes the dominant feature in the
transform. Studying one organism's genome requires three steps.
First, the DNA coding method: the DNA's string data are
transformed into numerical signal. Second, periodicities are
detected by spectral analysis. Third, a 3D graphical
representation allows following the evolution of this periodicity
along the genome and facilitating the specific regions location.

Keywords- Fourier Transform Technique; detecting specific
periodicities; 3D graphical representation; specific region's
location

I. INTRODUCTION

Genomic DNA sequence contains many signals that have
not yet been detected or not well interpreted. Many techniques
have been developed to analyze the genomes in both their
similarity and their specific characters. DNA sequence is a
string of nucleotides or bases that we represent usually by four
letters, namely A (adenine), T (thymine), C (cytosine), G
(guanine). These foregoing bases define the composition of all
protein coding region. Consequently, they form the key of the
biochemical function of all living organisms. Applying the
signal processing techniques on the character string of the
DNA sequence needs the conversion of the symbols into
numerical sequences. Hence, different techniques come to light
to achieve this particular conversion. As examples of these
techniques, we mention the tetrahedral representation [10], the
weighted real and complex value [2] and [3], the DNA walks
[4, 5, 6], and using a grammar of alphabets [14]. The aim of
each coding method is to enhance the hidden information for
further analysis.
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This paper is aimed to study the contribution of the signal
processing methods on the analysis of some specific
periodicities in DNA sequences. The work of E.N. Trifonov
[21], related with the periodicities revealed by signal
processing methods, has resumed their origin in the genomic
sequence. The main specification rests on genomic signal
processing in [2, 3]. Genomic signal processing consists on the
processing ofDNA sequences, RNA sequences and proteins. In
this work, we proceed by following these periodicities
evolution along a gene. We also study the role of some base-
groups' indicators in these periodicities enhancement.

DNA spectral analysis based on Fourier Transform and
correlation study are techniques proposed in the literature [2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23]. It contributes in the
systematic search of special DNA patterns which may
correspond to biological important markers. By depicting the
frequencies by a 3D spectrogram representation, specific
regions appear distinctly. In this paper, we are concerned with
the periodicity 3 and 10.5. The periodicity 3 is related with
protein coding regions (called exons) in the gene. This
periodicity is given by the combination of three bases, which
are involved in the constitution of amino acids in the protein
synthesis process. We compare the contribution of these groups
and the other ones in this periodicity. And the second
periodicity in which we will focus is the 10.5 periodicity. This
periodicity is related with nucleosome's positions in the DNA
sequence and the degree of deformability of the sequence in the
DNA helix [11, 18, 21, 23, and 24]

This paper is divided into 6 sections. Section 2 introduces
an overview on the DNA, detailing the different parts in a
sequence, the protein synthesis process and the structure of
DNA in a nucleosome. Section 3 focuses on the DNA coding
methods: the conversion of the symbolic chain of character to
numerical sequences using binary indicator sequence for each
group adopted. Section 4 exposes the adopted spectral analysis
steps. In section 5, we present some 3D spectrograms for the C.
elegans genome and we make a comparison with the different
results obtained for different chromosomes and different binary
indicator. We conclude by section 6, which summarize the
main results of this paper.
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II. THE DNA: WHAT IS SPECIFIC TO THE PROTEIN CODING
REGIONS AND THE NUCLEOSOME POSITIONING REGIONS?
The specific succession in the bases (A, G, C, and T)

constitutes the hereditary message. Each DNA fragment
involves a specific protein synthesis process. Proteins are

synthesized from a set composed of 20 different amino acids,
which are determined by three bases occurring in subsequent
order. A group of three consecutive nucleotides with
deoxyribose and phosphoric group is called a codon and a total
of 64 different combinations specify 20 amino acids and three
stop codons, namely TAA, TAG, and TGA. The protein
synthesis (Fig.1) is realized in two steps: (1) the transcription
within which the hereditary information is copied into the
messenger RNA and, (2) the translation in which the
messenger RNA is exploited by the ribosome to form the
amino acid chain. To obtain numerical data from this
succession of symbolic bases of a DNA sequence, we use
binary indicator coding techniques.

Figure 2. Chromatine's structure

Figure 3. nucleosome's structure

Figure 1. The protein's synthesis steps

In a DNA sequence, electron microscopy and biochemical
studies have established that the bulk of the chromatin DNA is
compacting into repeating structural units, named nucleosomes
(Fig.2). A model of this DNA structure in such regions is
proposed by Koomberg [12, 13]. The chromatin is a dynamic
structure, oscillating between the nucleosome and open
structures depending on the environmental conditions [12, 13,
and 16]. And each nucleosome is formed by two molecules of
each histone (protein) H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. Each
nucleosome has a diameter of 12.5±1 nm and contains about
200 base pairs of DNA (Fig.3). This number is varying
according to the chromatin's origin [11, 12, 16, and 24]. In
contrast a particle named 'nucleosome core' is invariant in its
DNA content about 146 base pairs. Interesting electron
microscopic evidence elaborated in [16] suggests that under
appropriate conditions a nucleosome could open up into two
separate half nucleosomes of diameter 9.3±1 nm. The finding
of each type of histones in the nucleosome has suggested that a
nucleosome could be made up of two symmetrical halves [1]

In order to study the protein coding regions signals and the
nucleosome regions ones, the DNA symbolic data must be
converted to DNA signals.

III. DNA's SYMBOLIC DATA CODING METHODS

In our analysis, we want to enhance the signals generated
by the protein coding regions and the nucleosome regions. For
that purpose we will consider each codon (three base group
coding for amino acids) in studying the periodicity 3. The
periodicity 10.5 specific to nucleosome is enhanced for specific
dinucleotide as demonstrated in the studies with Fourier
analysis and correlation studies [2, 4, 5, 19, and 22]. In our

paper we will consider these dinucleotides, 'AA', 'TT', 'TA'
and we will also consider the 'GC' signals. Thus, we extend
this study to 68 base groups composed by the whole codon
base groups (64 indicators) and the 4 dinucleotides named
before. In order to evaluate the contribution of each one for the
two periodicities 3 and 10.5, we attribute a binary value for
each unit of 68 indicators. Note that the 68 indicators are
included in {'AA', 'TT', 'TA', 'GC', AAA'... 'GGG'}

x[n] = Uind [n] (1)

Where ind in (1) represents "binary indicator sequences".
This marker takes the value of either 1 or 0 at location n for the
first character, depending on whether or not the corresponding
character group exists from the location n.
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For the DNA sequence S, we generate 68 binary indicator
sequences as follows:

S =' aaaattacgc ttgcatcgtg tgc'

Uaa = 1110000000000000000000

Uaaa = 110000000000000000000

On the signals obtained, we proceed to a spectral analysis
to detect the periodicity in the spectrum of each indicator to
enhance the exon's location.

IV. THE FOURIER ANALYSIS METHOD STEPS

We consider the short time analysis for the specific
frequencies 1/3 and 1/10.5 in order to locate specific regions
in a DNA sequence. In this purpose, we have used a mean
values of Smoothed Discrete Fourier Transform applied on
sliding window along the DNA sequence to follow the peak's
evolution for specific frequencies points .The Fourier analysis
algorithm steps are:

* The converted DNA sequence x[n] is divided into
frames ofM length with an overlap Am. Each of these
frames is also divided into N frames by multiplication
with a sliding analysis window w[n]:

xW[n,i] = x[n]w[n - iAn] (2)

Where i is the window index, and An the overlap. The
weighting w[n] is assumed to be non zero in the
interval [0, N-1]. The frame length value N is chosen
in such a way that, on the one hand, the parameters to
be measured remain constant and, on the other hand,
that there are enough samples of x[n] within the frame
to guarantee reliable frequency parameter
determination. The choice of the windowing function
influences the values of the short term parameters, the
shorter the window the greater his influence [15]. We
select N and M frame length as power of two to apply
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

* Each weighted block xw[n], of the frame is transformed
in the spectral domain using Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), in order to extract the spectral
parameters Xw[k], where k represents the index of the
frequency ([0, N-1]). The DFT of each frame (in one of
M sequence parts) is expressed as follows:

N-1-i 2T nk ~~~~(3)Xw [k] = x [n, i]e N nk
n=O

* Using the mean values, we calculate a DFT mean value
for each frame (1: M). the expression of mean DFT is
expressed as:

(4)1 N-1

Xmj[k] =-XJ[k]
N i0

Where i correspond to the index frame of N frames
([I...N]), k is the index of the frequency and j
correspond to the index frame ofM frames ([1: M]).

* We constitute the matrix

MAT(j,k) =Xmj[k] (5)

We represent with this matrix the restricted join time
frequency information, known as 3D DNA spectrograms. This
3D representation consists of the spectrogram amplitude for a
specific index periodicity in a specific nucleotide position in
the chromosome.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In Order to evaluate the method, computer simulation is
carried out. The application of this method and the 3D
spectrogram concern the C. elegans genome (Fig.4).

C.elegans chromosomes

18000000g''

16000000- _ _

ix, Bp 8U0000 |

Chromosomes

Figure 4. The C. Elegans chromosomes constitution in Bp

First, we consider the mean DFT in (4) for the three bases
binary indicator and we evaluate the contribution of these
groups in some periodicities enhancement in each chromosome
(Fig.5). the main peridicities detected in the global frequency
behavior are around 3, 6, 9 and 10.

Second, we present the results obtained for the 1 million
parts of the chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 for the base pairs
index indbp varying from 1000000 to 2000000. Each of the M
frames have a length of 1024 bp and an overlap Am 256, the N
frames of each M frames have length of 256 with An=128. So
in this case M= 3906 frames and N=8.

As presented before, the experiments are made for DNA
signal's obtained by binary indicator sequences of the
dinucleotides: 'AA', 'TT', 'TA' which are the dinucleotides
facilitating the DNA deformability for the nucleosome's
constitution (Fig.6). And we want to study the 'GC'
dinucleotide and its frequency behavior.
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codAA :Spectrum of c elegansl ptpart2 param fil 24d1256f2566d 28

Figure 5. The codon's contribution in the periodicities enhancement for each
chromosomes

4

DYW

Figure 6. Dinucleotide position in the DNA structure of nucleosomes

For the periodicity 3, we will consider the 64 combinations
of codons to evaluate the contribution of each one in the
enhancement of the peaks in the protein coding regions.

The 3D spectrograms represent for a coding signal the
spectrum amplitude for a nucleotide position at normalized
frequency.

The Fig.7 shows that for the chromosome 1 of C. elegans
and the binary indicator 'AA' and 'TT' (Fig 7 (a),(b)) the peaks
around the frequency 1/10.5 are very pronounced. The
variation of the degree view angle (Fig 7 (c)) demonstrates that
the peaks are locally spread in the chromosome part. In the
literrature, it has been demonstrated both with the biochemical
and signal processing studies, that the periodicity 10.5 related
to the nucleosomes is varying. That's why, these figures shows
in one hand that there is peaks around this periodicity and in
the other hand the peaks are spread in specific regions in the
chromosome.

Figure 7. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 1 C. elegans with binary
indicator dinucleotide 'AA' (a),'TT'(b,c)

These results are the same for all the chromosome tested for
these specific indicator. The Fig 8 shows some results similar
to the previous one but according to the chromosomes 3 and 4.
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codTT :Spectrum of c elegans3 ptpart2 param fll 24dl256f266dl 28
codAAA :Spectrum of c elegansl ptpart2 param fllO24dl256t256dl 28

Figure 9. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 1 with binary indicator
.......| trinucleotides 'AAA' (a), 'TTT'(b). The peaks of 1110.5 are also enhanced

' ' ' r ,, ' Ifor all the chromosomes.

When we study the spectrogram's behavior for the binary

indicator 'GC' and 'TA' (Fig. 10) we find that they enhance
the frequency 1/3. the peaks are also locally spread.

0|4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1ti501 on

| ~~~~~~~~normalized frequency

(c)

Figure 8. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 3 (a,c) and 4(b) C. elegans
with binary indicator dinucleotides 'AA','TT'. The peaks of 1/10.5 are

enhanced for all the chromosomes.

We extend our studies for this periodicity for the binary
indicator trinucleotides 'AAA' and 'TTT' (Fig.9). The results
proove that the periodicity 10.5 still enhanced for these
indicators.
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codGC :Spectrum of c elegans2 ptpart2 param fll 024dl265f25Gdl28
codCCT :Spectrum of c elegans1 ptp art2 paramfl1024dl256f256d128
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Figure 10. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 2 with binary indicator
dinucleotides 'GC' (a),'TA'(b). The peaks of 1/3 are enhanced

Concerning the codon groups binary indicators, many
periodicities are observed. For some codons the periodicity 3 is
enhanced. The maximum values for the peaks related to this
periodicity are somtimes less important than the amplitude of
other periodicities.

In the Fig. 11, the peaks related to periodicity 3 are visible
for many binary indicator codon. For the codons 'CCT' and
'GCT' the peaks are very pronounced. When we focus on the
'GCC', we find that there is a particular behavior involving
various periodicities. However we can detect the periodicities 3
and 10.5. The same observation concern the 'CCA'. For the
'CTC', all the peaks have very reduced amplitude but we can

see some peaks related to the periodicty 3.

In our study, we have investigated with all the codon
indicators and we find various results. In fact, we observe the
periodicities 3 and 10.5 object of our research but we find that
some codon enhance other periodicities.

For some codon the periodicities are not present for specific
frequencies but are present in specific part of the chromosome
(Fig. 12). This figure present particular frequency behavior
according to specific codon.

codCAA :Spectrum of c elegans1 ptpart2 param fl1024dI256f256d 28

I nic9tposition
0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1

codCTC :Spectrum of c elegans1 ptpart2 param f 1024dl2561256dl28

(d)

(e)

0.4 0.35 0.3 0 25 02 0.15

Figure 11. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 1 with binary indicator
trinucleotides 'CCT' (a),'GCT'(b), 'GCC'(c),'CAA'(d), 'CTC'(e).The

amplitude of The peaks related to the frequency 1/3 are varying according to
codons
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Figure 12. 3D spectrograms for the Chromosome 1 with binary indicator
trinucleotides 'CAG' (a),'CGC'(b), 'ACT'(c),.These codons shows a very

particular spectrograms frequency behavior

VI. CONCLUSIONS:
In This paper, we investigate the contribution of each base

group indicator in the enhancement of the peaks related to
periodicities 3 and 10.5 for the C. elegans genome. For this
purpose, we use a mean values of smoothed Discrete Fourier
Transform applied on sliding window along the DNA sequence

to follow the peak evolution for specific frequency points
around the frequencies. First we evaluate the codon's
contribution in the frequencies enhancement through the
chromosomes. Second, we consider the 3D DNA spectrograms
to visually detect the specific parts of chromosomes related
with protein coding regions and nucleosomes positioning

regions. In this paper, we propose a 3D representation of the
specific regions. The future direction of this work is to exploit
this method to analyze various types of genomes in order to
study the percent of the base group indicators able to enhance
specific periodicities.
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